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Distributed Arti�ial Intelligene (DAI) is onerned with

the study and design of systems onsisting of several in-

terating entities whih are logially and often spatially

distributed and in some sense an be alled autonomous

and intelligent. Gerhard Weiss



De�nitions

Distributed Computing : Several proessors

share data, but not ontrol. Fous on low-level

parallelization or synhronization issues.

Distributed AI : Control as well as data is

distributed. Fous on problem solving,

ommuniation, and oordination.

Distributed Problem Solving : Task

deomposition (task sharing) and/or solution

synthesis (result sharing): information

management.

Multiagent Systems : Behavior oordination or

behavior management.

� No neessary guarantees about other agents.

� Individual behaviors typially simple relative

to interation issues.



Why Multiagent Systems?

� Some domains require it. (Hospital sheduling)

� Parallelism.

� Robustness.

� Salability

� Simpler programming.

� \Intelligene is deeply and inevitably oupled with

interation." { Gerhard Weiss



Predators see each other

Prey stays put 10% of time

Prey moves randomly

Predators can communicate

Simultaneous movements

The Predator-Prey ("Pursuit") Domain

Orthogonal Game in a Toroidal World

Capture



Single Agent Pursuit

Agent

Environment

� One agent ontrols all predators.

� Prey is onsidered part of the environment.



Single Agent Systems
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� Agent models itself, the environment, and their

interations.

� If other agents exist, they're onsidered

environment.



Multiagent Systems
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� Agents model eah others' goals and ations.

� Possible diret interation.

� Dimensions: degree of agent heterogeneity;

degree of ollaboration; ommuniation

apabilities.



Homogeneous Multiagent Pursuit

� One idential agent per predator.

� Possibly limited information about other agents'

internal states.
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� Eah agent to losest apture position.

Stephens and Merx

� Predit other agents' moves using

Reursive Modeling. Vidal and Durfee

� Game theory: eah agent maximizing own

utility leads to oordination. Levy

� Claim that game is easily solved with greedy

deisions (diagonal, hexagonal games): attrat to

prey, repel other predators. Korf



Homogeneous Agents
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� Only sensors and e�etors di�er.

� Neessary ondition.

� For now assume no diret interation.



Heterogeneous Multiagent Pursuit

� Prey also modeled as an agent.

� Goals and ations di�er among agents.
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� Evolve teams of predators: impliit

ommuniation. Haynes and Sen

� Model others by set of default rules, then store

negative ases and update behaviors (no

o-oupation). Haynes and Sen

� Evolve prey behaviors (linear always

sueeds?). Haynes and Sen



Heterogeneous Agents
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� Goals, ations, and/or domain knowledge may

di�er.

� Still assume no diret interation.



Communiating Multiagent Pursuit

� Predators an ommuniate.
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� Predators use Q-learning and share either

sensation, episodes, or poliies (predators, souts,

limited view). Share sensation for joint task. Tan

� Choose apture position to approah one at a

time: farthest �rst. Stephens and Merx

� One agent ontrols all. Stephens and Merx



� Exhange data; exhange data and goals; or give

up ontrol: tradeo� between ommuniation osts

and better deisions. Benda et al.

� Start autonomously, then ommuniate, then

negotiate, then ontrol. Cost inreases as freedom

dereases. Osawa

In the extreme, we get bak to

the single agent senario



Communiating Agents
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� Information an be transmitted diretly among

agents.

� Blakboard or point-to-point ommuniation.


